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John Carroll

Plus/minus
scale delayed
until next year
by Tim Forrestal
News Editor

The plus/minus grading system will not be implemented for
the 1988-90 academic year. The
established JCJ.l grading scale
found in the Undergraduate Bulletin will remain in place for this
year. However the plus/minus
system will go into effect for the
1989-90 academic year for all
freshmen, sophomores, and junior students. Next year's senior
year class will be exempt from the
new grading system because they
wt!l be well imo their acad mic
majors.
Rev. John P. Schlegel, S.J., academic vice president, con tends that
although the system will be put on
hold this year, it willdefinetely go
into effect beginning next year because the faculty voted for the
policy and the President promulgated it.
"As Academic Vice president
it's not up tome to rescind afacuty
decision," said Schlegel. "I'm
here to implement what they have
decided.
He

for the new gradmg system was to
evaluate students more accurately
and thoroughly. He believes any
fear students have about the plus/
minus system negatively affecting their grade point averages is
exaggerated.
The reasons for the freeze on
the plus/minus system for the
current academic year are threefold. They include the fact that no
memos were sent to the student
body explaining the grading
changes in full, the grading scale
in the Undergraduate Bulletin was
notbroughtuptodate,and fmally,
the new scale would not have been
fair to uppcrcl~men already
involved in a major.
Schlegel felt he learned a lot
abour John Carroll as he went
through thenegotiationsconceming the issue and was very impressed with student involvement.
' '1 was favorably impressed
with the maturity of the students
who were involved with the issue
as well as their genuine interest,
he said. "I see the students as an
integral part of the University and
this is why I didn't ignore the
issue."

Sweating it out...
At the School of Business Sport<; Spectacular, Frank Delvaux (left), on the student team,
tries to spike a ball volleyed by Dr. Andrew Welki (right center), professor of mathematics,
and Dr. Frank Navritil (right), dean of the School of Business.
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Debate team ranked 19th
in nation, first in state
by Elmer Abbo
News Reporter

The debate team was recently
ranked first in the state of Ohio
and 19th in the nation after tournament competition both regionally and nationa1ly.
"We've. had a very successful
fall semester," said Dr. Russell T.
Church, co-director of the debate
team. "We've done much better
than 1thought we would have done
in terms of national ranking.
Nineteenth is the besl we' ve done
since I've been here."
The debaters have achieved a
number of successes in various

tournaments. The team of James
Piotrowski and John Miller in
addition to the combination ofJoe
Smith and Mira Bhushan took
fl.rst and second place respectively in separate competitions at
Clarion State and Ohio University. Bernard Chapin and Rob
Berman took second place novice
at the University of Northern Kentucky. JCU also competed in the
octafina1 round at Vanderbilt and
the University of Alabama at Birmingham and advanced to the
quarterfmals at Marshall University.
The national ranking system
currently consists of about 250

colleges, but will probably grow
to include around 300 colleges by
the end of the year. Southern
illinois is presently ranked first
followed by Kansas State and
Central State.
Church has expressed optimism for the future of the debate
team.
"In terms of the future a lot of
our key people are freshmen and
sophomores. For example, Joe
Smith and Keith Tyler are freshmen. I expect if they stick with it.
they have the potential ro win a
national championship before they
graduate. John Carroll has never
done that before."
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Poll not to set policy
The Editorial Board of the Carroll News decided during the presidential races to poll the student body. This week the poll addresses a
concern of students living, or planning, to live on campus by asking the
question of should the cost of a room vary from dorm lO dorm.
The purpose of the CN poll is twofold. First it serves a medium
through which Lhe student body can express its opinion. Secondly, it
tries to illusll'atc the sentiments of the student body. It is no tan attempt
to spur policy changes, nor does it claim to be representative of the
entire swdent body.
The CN poll staff randomly selectS a significant number of studentS
to poll. The type of student and and the number of students are chosen
depending on thequeslion. A poU is conducted when an important issue
arises. For instance, the decision to conduct this week's poll was made
in reponse to a complaint voiced by a student during the Student Union
meeting on November 15.
We intend to run the CN poll several times each semester when an
issue presents itself. We hope that both students and administrators find
the CN po!Js interesting as well as informative.

,

Letters to the Editor

I
I

QW
Explained
I would like to explain myself
regarding last week's Question of
the Week. 1 had stated that Dr.
Schneider should win the Turkey
Award becausehelookslikeaturkey. This statement should be not
taken seriously but with a sense of
humor. I would like to apologize
to Dr. Schneider and anyone else
lbaL 1ookmy Slalement.lbe wrong
way.
Also, I would like to explain

the purpose of the Turkey Award.
FlfSl, its aim is tO award a nukey lO
the student's favorite teacher. Secondly. it is also used to promote

better communication between
teachers and students. r hope this
view was considered during this
year's election.
Jon Fiume
Class of 1990

Student Union
Thanks Reverend
For the firSt time in a long while,
Carrollll\ldenb coUeclively «mpressed ~heir opinion on a matter
of importance. This matter was
the plus/minus grading system that
was adopted this year.
The administration could have
easily chosen to ignore the stu-

THE CARROLL NEWS
Editor in Chief - Bridget Brett
Business Manager- Russell Mackiewicz

dents' opinion, discussing the issue
completely among themselves.
However, this did not happen.
The Academic Vice President,
Rev. John Schlegel, S.J., took. the
matter under consideration and
resolved it the best way possible.
In doing so he put himself out on
a limb for the students, risking Jtis
credibility with both the faculty
and the students; for this we thank
him.
'lbe~e{ail,y is lucky to have

a person like Fr. Schlegel, who
has the ability to work. with everyone's interest in mind.
Thanks also to the faculty for
supporting his decision. So often
the students have had the attitude
that the faculty does not care about
the students, but this fallacy has
been completely extinguished.
This decision has sent an important message to the student
body from the administration:
" Yes, we do care and your opin-

ions matter to us." A message that
makes us feel good about John
Carroll.
Matthew J. Caiazza
Class of 1989
Student Union President
Steve Shamrock
Class of 1989
Academics Committee
Chairman

CN Poll

Students oppose different donn fees
A suggestion was made at a recent Student Union meeting concerning room/board fees. Dorm fees
would differ depending on the quality and facilities offered at each donn. This system is used by other
various colleges.
The Carroll News conducted a random survey of 350 residents, 50 students from each of the seven
dorms. The overall results are against such a policy. Of those polled, 61 percent were against it, while
39 percent were for it. The results have been broken down to compare the percentages of different dorm
residents. Graph 1shows the percentage comparing the different dorm residents who were in favor of the
policy. Graph II shows the breakdown of those who were against it.
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The poll was conducted byTeresaBoland,
Cheryl Brady, Christine Delbalso, Moira
Dougherry,AlexFerris, RoyJordanandJulie
Malley.
Graphic by Jamie Chandler.
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B~sh ran on promises that he mus£Mr~!!:P..fonryeaxs
John Raimondi
During and after the presidential election, many Americans

complained that neither of the
two candidates had dealt with the
important national issues. Well,
now is the time for Presidentelect Bush to deal with them.
Now is the time for Bush to pursue the issues on which he was
elected.
It is time to renew aid for the
Nicaraguan Contras who are in a
life or death struggle with Communism on the North American
continent Although the Contras
are indeed in a very difficult position, the struggle for Nicaraguan freedom is not over; the
Democratic Congress must be
persuaded by the new chief executive torecontinue military aid.

"Bush during his campaign had repeatedly
•
•
stated that he would be tough on crtme; now ts
. h
. ,
the time t 0 see 1.1 e means tt.
It is aJso necessary for Bush to
maintain President Reagan •s tremendously successful policy in
Afghanistan. Even more aid
should be given to the Mujeheddin rebels who are presently inflicting severe causalities upon
the retreating Soviet army which
invaded their sovereign nation
eight years ago. Why are the
Soviets sending more troops to
this war tom country? Can it be
that they are not going to honor
an agreement?
We can be thankful that we
will have a president who is experienced in foreign affairs, and

not someone who constantly criticizes the use of the American
Navy's protection ofintemational
waterways in the Persian Gulf. In
light of the factthattheSoviet Union bas reneged on its promise to
have all of its troops out of Afghanistan by February, our President-elect's experience will prove
to be invaluable.
Bush during his campaign had
repeated! y stated that he would be
tough on crime, now it is time to
see if he means it It is necessary
to double our efforts in preventing the spread of drugs in our
inner cities; fair and tough laws

mustbepasscdagainstdrugpushers who threaten our nation with
as much danger as any foreign
element. It is time to rescind laws
that protect the criminal and pass
laws that give more power to the
police. lt is time to undo the past
decrees of the Burger court and
let the drug pushers know that
their crimes will cost them their
lives.
lL was previously staled by
presidential candidate Michael
Dukalcis that the main issue of the
election is really about the selection of the Supreme Court appointments: this is very true. Now

to serve his country as its president, it is extremely likely that the
threeremainingliberatjodgeswho
are all in their eighties will soon
find it necessary to retire. If this
were to happen, we shall see if
Bush is indeed serious about his
stand on abortion. Will he have the
tenacity to appointjudges that will
repeal laws that pennit the killing
of 4,000 unborn babies each day?
Fortunately, Bush will be our
next president on Jan. 20, 1989,
and, although he is most deserving
of this opportunity to lead thecountry which he has served for three
decades, it is of the utmost importance that he fulfull.be promises he
has made to the American people.

John Raimondi, a senior political
science major> was co-chairman
ofStudents for Bush!Qyayle.

Reinstating the draft may improve citizenship
by Alex Ferris

Forum Editor

service, teenagers could either be
paid two years ofcollegetuition or
the equivalent in money. Those
that would want their entire college paid for could remain in the
service for two extra years.
Bringing back conscription
could have positive ramifications
There are a number of possi- on lOday's teenagers. Fl.rst, the
bi.lilielrallle~~ . . . . .
•••
service program. Teenagers could is an integral part of society. Secbe involved in doing community ondly, such a service would exwork, such as helping in hospi- pose teenagers todifferenttypesof
tals and nursing homes, renno- people, hopefully breaking down
vating tenement houses with certain biases and prejudices.
skilled workers, orforestconserConscription is only one of
vation. Or, in the event of an- many possible solutions to Amerother tragic flood, like the recent ica •s growing problems; however,
one in Bangladesh, a thousand such programs could develop a
social service enlistees could be healthy nationalism lha1 might just
mobilized to build dikes and auly wage war on drugs, illitersandbag barricades.
acy, and poverty.
Upon graduation of either

J'One mati cannot miraculously turn the tide
of theses crises; the American
people, united, can."

To a certain degree, many
Americans have lost a sense of
citizenship- What does it mean
to be an American?
In the past U.S. presidential
However. one man can not
election a little more than 50
percentofthecitizensvoted And, miraculously 111m lhelideofdlese
many of those that did or did not crises; the American people,
vote were upset with their choices united, can.
Reinstating conscription, not
forpresident-But isthisalegitijust for the armed forces but analmate complaint?
Granted, the United States is ternative social service program
facing major social problems: 1 too, would provide a situation in
in 5 Americans is functionally which all Americancitizens, at the
illiterate. 40-percent of young age of I8,could dedicate 2 years
adults have tried cocaine, every 2 for the welfare of the country.
Such a commitment would
seconds a felony occurs in the
country, and the U.S. educational deepen an individual's sense of
system ranks only 11th among citizenship and would also give
the U.S. government an opportuindustrial nations.

Right to Life March
Organizational Meeting
Thursday, Dec. 1 at 6:00p.m. In the Wolf and Pot

nity to impose certain requireFor inJtance. lll8lldllory
drug and literacy tests could be
periodically administered. For
those that failed, free rehabilita·
tion and education programs could
be provided by the government.
Ifthedraftwereto berecontinued, military service would most
likely be the same as ifan individual were to enter the armed forces
today: choice of the seven unifonned services, basic training,
and then placement, under qualification, into different capacities.

mealS.

LADIES' NITE!!
tuesday and thursday nights
AT

LIGI-ITS
CAMERAS,
ACTI()NI
~······························

HIROSHI'S

HOLIDAY HELP NEEDED
Enjoy a free movie and do
your homeworkl

MARGARITAS, DAQUARIS &PINA COLADAS
ONLY $1.50
7 PM.-CLOSING
21 & OVER

CASHIERS AND CONCESSION PERSONS
Apply in person Tues &Thurs evenings 7-10.

2191 LEE & CEDAR
(2 DOORS SOUTH OF MCDONALD'S)

LOEWS CEDAR CENTER THEATRE

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Awareness dispels the myths of poverty
by James Kenny

and
Andrew Moore
To many studentS at John Carroll, Cleveland's inner-city remainsaforeignenvironmenL Unfortunately our only experience of
real poverty comes through the
tinted windows of the Rapid on
our way downtown.
We get shuttled from a secure
college campus in University
HeightS to shop downtown at the
Galleria. never realizing who the
people are who live in the slums
the Rapid passes. What we see
merely reflectS the external realities of the neighborhoods they live
in; just the shell in which the poor
have to survive.
From these scenes generalizations are created of what the typical poor person in Cleveland is
like, and why he or she is poor.
This article can not claim omniscient understanding, but hopefully
it can relate some of the causes

which perpewate poverty in our
city.
One of the common misconceptionsoncampusofthepooris
that they are poor due £O laziness.
Here a problem of over-simplification arises.
"In some cases it is true that
poor people are lazy; but you
can't generalize," says Sharon
Hummer, an administrator of the
Famicos Foundation, one ofeight
non-profit organizations which
renovate inner-city homes, she
continued, "Poverty is a cycle
which self-perpetuates."
Laziness is not the prime motivatorofthecycleofpoverty; it
is really an effecL Often the first
and basic experience of children
is a desperate one. The ability to
overcome this enonnous economic and emotional handicap
can seem an impossibility.
The effectS of poverty (really
the poor's attempt to escape
poverty's effectS)-- the broken

homes, alcohol and drug abuse,
atuaction to street gangs, crime,
and abuse of public welfare - should not be misconstrued to be
the cause of poverty. Yet actually
they are just the fuel which helps
perpetuate the cycle.
On a recent PBS documentary
the issue of sueet gangs was discussed. The program said that
despite the violence, drugs and
crime which the gangs perpetuate,
each individual member viewed
thegangasasourceofbelonging,
and even warmth and love. In
essence the srreet gangs offered
the members a second family,
complete with things which the
rrue family was unable to give.
Granted, there is much more in
the development of street gangs,
but the point is that many children
are attracted to gangs for reasons
which are common to everyone.
There is much more to inner-city
life than can be seen from the
outSide looking in.

Another problem with overgeneralizations concerning the
poor is the thought that they all
began poor. This is not the case.
Through personal experience
working at St. Hennan'sHouseof
Hospitality, a home and hunger
center for destitute men on tbe
near west side, we have encountered many individuals who come
from situations notdifferemfrom
our own, except that through life's
uagedies they have lost almost
everything they worked for.
A man there last week rold his
sadstoryofhiswifewithpneumonia living at another shelter, the
lossofhisjobsasafactoryworker
and desk clerck, his diminished
life savings, and his fear that he
was on the verge of simply not
caring anymore.
He was a man who worked
hard his whole life (from the age
13) and had nothing to show for it
but a pair of roug h hands and a
care-worn face. He was not the

person we expected to find at a
homelessshelteratall,andhewas
one o f many.
When the Rapid passes the
slums ofdilapidated houses which
seem ever-present, it should be
understood that they are filled with
nesh-and-blood people with overwhelming problems.
This article will not offer any
cure-all solutions to the problems
of poverty in Cleveland. What is
does offer is what can be learned
working at SL Hennan 's, at the
Hough Project, at Mary B. Martin
School, and at the Epiphany
Hunger Center.
These experiences are available to all on campus. Education
for all in society is the only way to
come to a better understanding of
problems and thus to good solotionsforthem. So come and learn.

Jim Kenny and Andy Moore,
seniors, both plan to attend law
school.

Carroll volunteers lend a helping hand
By Pat Brandl
The passing of Thanksgiving not only marks the abunda£e of many Americans, but also \he-poverty of others.
To lhc poor, l.hc ritualcurkey lies on anolher's table and in
their dreams, which only deepens their sense of poverty.
However, the needs of the poor extend beyond providing a Thanksgiving feast, and many John Carroll Students
are working to fulftll this need.
One Saturday a month, Carroll students help at the
Epithany Hunger Center which is located on the west side.
One of many such centers in Cleveland, Epithany serves
lunch to an average of 180 people. However,just recently
twice that number were served. The center was also g iven

Biomedical Sciences
Integrated graduate
training opportunities
• Biochemisrry/Mcrabolism
{Nutrition

• Cell Biology/ Cell Physiology
• Developmental Biology
/Anatomy
• Environmental Health
Sciences

•Immunology/Pathology
• Molecular Biology/Genetics
• Neurosciences
• Pharmacological Sciences
T uition and stipends are
provided. Students with a
strong academic record
should specify an area of
interest and contact:
Coordinator of Graduate
Studies West 452A
Case Westem Reserve
University School

proceeds from the 30-hour fast, held three weeks ago on
campus.
The largest group of volunteers fonnJohn Carroll work
at ~ Mary B.
·
091. tutoring children wilh

."Tlze needs of the poor ~xtend beyo1ul prmiding a Thonksgiilingfeast, amJ many J~hn
Carroll sJudents are working tofuful th~se,

.

~,~

....::

~
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learning disabilities. Half the studentS at the school will not
graduate from high school because they are functionally
illitcratc.To help these children go beyond their limitations, about50 JCU studentS, no tall of whom are education
ma· ors soend a few hours a week helping them with their

Student Union
Office Hours
att
azza.:
President

Mon l 2. 4:15 5:00
Tu011/111W11 3·5
Wed 1·3. 4:15·5 :00

Brian Donovan:
VIce President
Mon I 1:30, 3:30.1:00
1'u..-/11lure 3:30·4:30
Wed 3:00 4:00
1'11 I 1:30

Amy Finke:
Secretarv

Mon 12· (
,.,.. 12:30 1:45.
3:30-5
Wed 12·1
Thuno I·~

Pete Smayda:

Treasurer

Mon/Wed II I
2:30·4,30

1'U~/11lute

Michelle McNulty:
Chief Justice
Mon/Wcd/fr1 1 2

Tue•rr u .... 3:30·4:30

Brandl, a sophomore, is active in JCU's Christian Life
Community.

John Carroll Student Union
& the Sophomore Class
Present ...

SPRING BREAK ·a9
CANCUN,MEXICO
MARCH l8-25th

You are running
out of time.
Mandatory meeting this Sunday, December
4 at 7:00p.m. in the Jardine Room.
$100 deposits will be collected at this time.
Please make checks payable to the Sophomore

of Medicine
2119 Abington Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
216-368-3347

~.

studies.
OutSide of these programs there are many opportunities
for an individual to help in and outSide of the Cleveland
area. Spring break and Chrisunas ~provide a possible oppononity to work in hunger centers in Appalachia
and Florida.
Although access to a car does help in reaching organizations that are off campus, the most important requirement is a willingness £O make a commitment. For more
information on these programs, contact Rev. Richie Salmi
S.J., in Campus Ministry.

Tile Carroll News needs
Forum writers.
Contact Alex Ferris at the
Carroll News, 397-4398.

Call Jamie Lynch at 371-7809 or Mary
Beth Rohr at 397-5137 if you have any
questions.

Hurry.
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Stealth bomber is similar to 1949 version

In February 1949. President
Harry S Truman examined the ftrsl
batch of the nation •s experimental
jet bombers at Andrews Air Force
Base in Washington.
He was intrigued by their designs, but had no intention of
approving more money for military spending.
At that time, the most advanced
of the bombers was the Northrop
RB-49, which was unique in its
ability to hide from radar.
Truman embarrassingly told
reponers that he "liked that flying
wing bomber" despite the fact that
he had already put it on his loser
list.
Ted Coleman, a Northrop executive, said that Truman also
suggested that perhaps theRB-49

could be considered for purchase
the following year because of its
radar evading capabilities.
Stealth capabilities were not a
top priority then, but they certainly are today. Forty years later,
the Pentagon has decided to use
some of the designs made then,
including that of the RB-49.
The radar-evading B-2 Stealth
t1omber rolled out of its hanger in
Palmdale, Calif. last week, looking very much like the RB-49,
designed by John K. Northrop,
who started working on "flying
wing" airplanes lilce the B-2 in
1928.
Northrop thought that real aerodynamic efficiency lay in putting
everything on an airplane- fuselages and other structures- in-

Bush still won't talk about
budget additions, cutbacks
President-elect George Bush, who enjoyed a four-day Thanksgiving holiday at his family seaside vacation home in Kennebunkport,
Maine, said last week that he has made no decisions yet concerning
budget cuts, but that he will soon.
The vice president dismissed questions on reportS of proposed cuts
in Medicare programs by saying that he had not even suggested them
and that he had no idea where the media had gotten those impressions.
Bush tOld reporters not to make judgments based on stories that
don't really have any authority behind them.
Bush declined to comment further on news reportS which said that
his administration would go along with proposed cuts of up to $5 billion
in Medicare coverage which are expected to be recommended by
PresidemRonald Reagan in his fmal budget submission to Congress in
January.
Bush, as he talked to reporters in Kennebunkport's business district
Friday morning, said only that he would address the entire budget
situation very soon .
Bush promised earlier tO send negotiators to meet with members of
Congress on the budget deficit as soon as he becomes president. He
would not comment as to who they might be.
This strategy is keeping in line with a proposal by Richard Darrnan,
the man chosen tO be Bush's budget director, that Bush ought not to
submit his own rewrite of the Reagan budget, but instead work with
Congress to come to a compromise.

side a graceful wing which could
fly farther and faster than an airplane with a regular structure.

49's in 1948, only to have it
PUL into development right afcancelled soon after.
ter Northrop's death in 1981, the
The loss is blamed by many on B-2 is to begin test flights at
EdwardsAirForceBaseearlynext
year.
As the Air Force heads into its
B-2 test program. there are interesting similarities between it and
the RB-49 in that both were intrO·
~
duced during a time of military
This "tailless aircraft" concept corporateconspiracies in which ex- retrenchment.
was very innovative in that the ecutives tried to block the producThe Congressional Budget
basic structure of airplanes had tion of the RB-49's in favor of the Office, in listing possible areas for
not been changed very radically then popular B-36 bomber. Other saving, said thatthcB-2 will have
in the 10-year period before his planes, though, were cut that year a dramatic effect on the defense
initial design.
by Truman in an attempt to cut the budget because of its esumatcd
Northrop was in the minority size of the Air Force. It has also high cost in the period between
back in the 1930s and 40s in his been said that production of the L990and 1994.Currentspcnding
advocacy of tailless aircraft. He RB-49 was cut to force a merger could therefore be reduced if inifinally received a production betwccntheNorthropcompanyand tial B-2 production were delayed
untill993.
contract for 30 eight-engine RB- the makers of the B-36.

As the Air·Force heads into·· its B-2
test program, there are interesting
similarities to tbe RB-49.

News Briefs
,. lje.wspaperl'ewarded fol s~d

"12 Days" prices drop

i- .·

TM, student newspaper at Homestead
II you want tO buy your.true Jon aU of tbe
H:iglf School in qbpertino, Calif. has r.e. gjfts mentioned in the "T~elvt Dayg of Christ·
~ceJvi~chbe 1988sCbowne..Press Fr~dOm · mas," you'll ~eed plentyotrooney, butless tban
,~·..-\ward . af~J'I' over~min.g... ~he prjncipal's~
last year.
. ~jliitialTefusalto publish a $tohy a~otAIDS:
The l2tn day rould eost $13,735.63, down
The sdtQOl's-newsJ»~per~ ''Epitaph/• w~ 0.6 percent from last yeat.
the. first bagb -school paper in. the nat ion to be
lf you were to l)u:y or hire eaeb item every
ceusored after the

CouTt decided

,. such
,
.Homestead principal Jim Warren pulled
~the AIDS story?.wh!cb was supposed to run
Jan. lS . and included an interview with an
?-unidenti:fied.studentwbo ba<ftested positive
for tfie.AIDS·antib<Xty. The paper's editor,
,Mike··~alcago, protested the prinicipal's
a$Jions;~y resi~ing.
.
Warren backed do"n• though> when in·
formed of a California state law which prohibits school officials Ir9m,~ cenSQring stu~ r.
dtntpublkations. Calca~owithdrew his resignation and the article was printedaS sChedtlle<k

Earthquake rattles Northeastern U.S.,
Canada; measures 6.0 on Richter Scale
An earthquake rattled through Canada and the northeastern part of the United States last Friday, but
apparently caused no damage or disturbances except for hundreds of calls to police departments and
newspapers.
The quake, which was centered in Canada, registered a potentially dangerous 6.0 on theRichterscale. The
epicenter was located 90 miles north of Quebec.
The quake lasted aboutl5 to 20 seconds and was felt in Ottawa, Toronto and Quebec City. Radio Canada
reported it had knocked out power in parts of Quebec.
Some reported feeling the quake as far south as Washington D.C.
Locally, Richard Charnick, meteorologist at Cleveland Hopkins International Airport, said the quake was
not felt at the weather service office, but Akron police had fielded over 100 calls concerning the quake's
effects.
Persons at several local hospitals reported feeling a definite shake and some considered moving patients
down to the lower floors.
The quake did not register on earthquake monitoring equipment at the Perry Nuclear Power Plam and
control room workers said that they did not feel the tremors.
In Western Pennsylvania, the tremors rattled windows of the sixth floor of Erie's Hammett Medical
Center and in the control tower of Erie International Airport, four floors above ground level. A woman there
reported whitecaps appearing in her fish tank during the quake, police said.

.
from last yfat.
Robert Chl"isuan, director ot economk and
fixed .income research at Provident National
Bank in Pbibdelphia, says that the detrease ~
probably due to the decrease in price or five
gold rings. Tbe rings are down to $6Z5, a drop
ol20 percent over 1987's$750pric.e tag for the

rings.
Lower pear tree costs have made tbe par·
tridge in a pear tree tau in pri~ to $39.95. Tbe
increases came in"the piper ,pjpin~ and drum·
mer drumming. The ~other giftS remained \Ill·
cba,nged.

Writers for the Nation/
World news pages.
Apply in the CN Office.

NAPA:~~
®~VALlEY
B·A-R~G·R·I·L· L
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T!J(P£/R:;m !'l{M'E!J(}
rzliurs~ '.J{inftt:

MAY, 1989

CPA EXAM

INFORMATION
PREVIEW CLASS
1st. 6-7:30
Statler office Tower
(Euclid Ave. at E. 12th)
sample materials & past
Early Enrollment Ends
Dec. 15th

White BirchlJand
:Fritfay 'J{igh.t :
The Mocny Brothers
!J-fomerruufe Pasta

:Fresfr. seafooa
S urufay 'Bruncfr.
28 'Wines D!J tfie (jfass
CfiiUren s :Menu

Private Par 1(gom
Locat a1

tkconu:rof Lu &Cetlar1{,tls.
m Ckvtfmuf!JleitfFtt.s
opm tfaj[!J J 1:JO lam
Sunday 6runda.10:30ilm · 2 pm
Sunday tfin,;r 4 • 1Opm

371-1438
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Three more dead in violent Soviet ethnic riots
Russian soldiers k1lled three
people for violaung c urfew m the
southern city of Kirovabad last
Saturday, bringing the death toll
in ethnic diswrbances in this CILY
to s1x, an official report said
At least 120 people were injured and 150arrested in violence
in this Azerbaijani city. The violence has been sparked by a terri·
torial dispute between Chnsuan
Armenians and Moslem A7,erbaijanls,
Authorities also imposed curfews m the Armenian cap1tal of

Kirovabad last week after being
called tn tO protect t11c city's
Armenian population from mobs
of Azerbaijanis. Krasnayalvezda,
the Defense Mmistry newspaper,
reported that the soldier..; were
killed by a grenade thrown from
the crowd. The three soldiers were
not identified.
There have been more than 70
attempts to attack Armen1an
homes and apartments in Kirovabad. Several rrrcarms have been
confiscated in the city.
Armenians and Azerbaijanis
arc disputing control of the Nagor-no-Karabakh region of Azerbaijan, which has a predominate ly
Armenian populauon. Unrest has
been continuing since February in
the reg ion when cthnac rioting

Yerevan and the AzerbaiJani capital of Baku as they tried to quell
the largest outbreak o f violence
since early spring in l11e adjacent
southern Sov1et republics.
Chmg1z Sadykhov, of(iccr in
charge of Kirovabad's Communist Party headquarters, said the
three Azerbaijani's were shot for
breaking the curfew last Fnday.
Soldiers in tanks and personnel
carriers continued topatro1Kirovabad even though there had been
no protests for the past two days.
Three soldiers were killed. in

Authorship of Shakespeare's
works debated in mock trial
Situng m the same room where
William Shakespeare's "Twe lfth
Night" was first performed, three
British judges Last Saturday ruled
unanimously that"TheBard" truly
was the author of the plays wh1ch
arc credited to him.
A c rowd of over 350 packed
the M1ddle Temple HaJJ in Lo ndon to watch the debate over the
whether the native of Stratfordupon-Avon or Edward de Vere ,
the 17th Earl of Oxford, actually
wrote Shakespeare's plays and
poems.
ovel t Jeffrey Archer, wh
planned the day long bearing, srud
that over $36,000 in ticket sales
from the hearing will fund Amencan Shakespeare enthus1ast Sam
Wanamaker's project to rebuild
the Globe Theatre, where
Shakespeare's plays were per-

broke o ut m the Azerbaijam city
of Sumgait. At least 26 Armenaans and six Azerbaijanis were
kiJied in thatmc1dent
Musa Mamedov. the Azerbaijani Foreign Ministry's mformation director in Baku, saJd that
demonstrations continued in that
c1ty, but there was no vtolence
involved.
Offictal Radio Moscow said
that the situation was "relatively
caJm" despite auempts tO provoke
riots in several areas. It said transport shops were still operating
desptte the disturbances
Protests m the Clly of Yerevan
over thesituauon werehaJtcd when
soldiers entered the city and occupied virtually every street com er.
Army officials reponed no inci-

dentS of v1olence and no demonstrations have taken place smce
the occupauon.
Arpcnay Popoyan, the wife of
political avuvist Rafael Popoyan.
sa1d that the center of Yerevan
was where the soldters were concentrated due to "intense political
activity in that area." Rafael has
been mtssing for some time now
and is believed to be m the custody of the KGB.
Ye revan and the surrounding
cities have been centers of Armenian resistance since the conflict
began. Many observers believe
that if pro-Armenian activity can
be crushed in tha t area, then demonstrators in other areas will be
put do wn 10 a sort o f do mino effect.

formed for London audiences, o n
its orig ma1 16th-century site.
With judges, wimesses and
lawyers behaving as they wo uld
in an actual court of law, the hearmg was filmed for a possible T V
producuon.
Cbun'sfoeswant more than apology
French, Soviets blast off
Charles Vere, a descendant of
the earl and a stude nt at Oxford
Political foes of former Soutb Korean
A team of Soviet and French astronauts
Umversity, made the case for his
President Chun Doo·hwao said last week
blasted oft from Central Asia last week .and
ancestor after three
Supreme
tbattbeywaot a complete investigation ofbis
headed for the Soviets' orbiting space station
Court justices found a lack of
time in ofTKe and not just an «insufficient
Mir.
ev1dence for such a claim in a
apology''f()rcorruptionandabuseofpower.
The three cosmo~uts aboard tbe S()yuz
similar hearing in Washington 14
Radic:al students held campus'and street
TM•7 werescheduledtoreode-tvous with tb~
months ago.
protests aftet- Cbun'stelevisedapOiOgy from
astr(mautSalready on board the s~ce station
Vere advocat~ are re.WJa-.. ..._.,_.triedto-Nila<U..house
'"~•~miltileewt...,.l ·
searching a more than 200-ycar
a rmed with firebombs and steel rods.
called th e first practical preparations
an
old argumem that Shakespeare
Tbe56·yearoldformergeneral,wboseized
international team for a manned expedition to
lacked the knowledge of foreign
power in 1980 and left office in February,
Mars.
travel and court life that arc feasaid be would surrender $24 million and go
The launch was carried live on Soviet and
lured in his works.
intoruralexile,atraditiooalformofpenance
French television.
They say that de Verc wrote
for Korean leaders.
An hour after takeoff, the Solietspace centhe plays and poems butthat conCbunapologizedforcorruptionandotber
ter said all systems were operating normally.
ve ntions of the day stopped him
scandals during his reign.
The French, representati~e, Jean-Loup
Chretien,
wiU remain aboard Mir until Dec.
from pulling his name on them.
Government .sources say that President
I
They say he used the pseudonym
Roh Tae--woo will release a statement soon
21 when he and three cosmonauts who have
Shakespeare or pajd Shakespeare
asking tbe nation to forgh•e bi.s predecessor.
spent 365 days in orbit will return to Earth.
p t art making cred it pur-l tobchis"fronc "
TbeyaJsosaidtbatRobwantedtomeetwilh
chas es IHMEDlATELY I \~e
After the hearing, the judges
oppositionleaderswhowanttopunishChun.
l uill send you a Members
ruled in favorofShaJcespeareas a
Some have said that Chon s hould appear
J c redi t Card at onc e ui tl• l
f th
f ·
beforeinvestigatingcommitteesandtellbow
NO CREDIT CHECK. Uu y nn' result o
e arguments o Wlt, 1
he acquired a nd spent political funds.
d
Jewelry , Clo thing,S por t~ n~e~sse~s~an----tw_
o~se_n_•o_r__
a_w~y_e_rs_·~~--~~~~~~~~~-------------------------------------------------J
I Lng Coods,Watches, El ec- 1
PARTY IN THE ISLANDS
l troni c s & MOREl All with l COME
· in s tallment payment s o u t l
• o f our " Giant 100+ Pages
l c atalo g . " Take 12 month ~ l
t o repay. Your per sonal l
The body of C hristian Onassis was sent home from Bue nos A1res,
c redit card is a -se cond
Argentina
last Saturday for burial on the family's Greek island, but her
l r.o . - va lua ble f o r check l
housekeeper
was ke pt behind for questioning 10 her death.
f c ashing , et c . plus your l
Heleni
Syros,
the ho usekeeper, apparently was the person who
Student s Credit Gro u p
• A-1 reference will be o n
found Onassis lying on the floor last week at the home of friends.
A preliminary coroner's report said the 37-year old shipping heiress
l rile to help you obtain
l o ther credit card s . So
LocotedGICo.,elllryDrdMoll(Bewwii.,ArabicaCoffee&Tea)
died of a fluid buildup in the lungs.
s end in your $5 cat alog
~-------2_7_ss_£
__uc_l~-·-H_e_~-~-s_B~l~~-··-c_k_.,_,_~_nd__H_u_.________~
Legal and medical officers want to establish whelller it resulted from
deposit now. (refundab)
THURS.
FRI.
natural causes, such as a heart attack. The complete coroner's repon is
uith yo ur first orde r
Limbo Nflll'fbt!
Super Happy Hour
expected next week.
Erubklt YIU end~ TOI!Jy 1
An unidentified doctor in the coroner's office said that her death
100~ SJtutJ!1Jon Gumnlaed ~n~
$.99 Shooten
5 - 8:30
111U' Mon17 BKll
.-: ,
$.10 Cupe• 1st Cup $S $.10 Cupa • $ .99 Sbootera
could have come about by the fact that her heart was weakened by a
IFLnHB====~C~O~N~TES==~T~I~~=$~.l=O~W~~·====~ prolonged iJ1gest1on of d1et pills.
The body was released by Federal Judge Albert Pioui to family
TUES.
COUPON-~
members
after forensic experts said that body would not need any
~~a
Zlll
~
Oft'Your
1
further
examination.
r.o. IIOX46-4!
Onassis was buried Saturday on the island of Skorpios in a mausoStudents
f'ORT lAUO£RDAL£.1
I 'I ,, 0\"1 . 1~
I'IH>I'LI~ A I I IRE REQl ' I R U>
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leum next to her father, Aristotle, from whom she inherited $500 mill ion
t
\\I
I
\II . '
after his death in 1975.
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are you dotog
to Christmas formal?
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Foreign study options are available to all
programs, and can present all
possible choices.
JCU docs sponsor two study
Big Ben was striking I 0 abroad options: one through
o'clock. Parltamcntloomed in the Loyola University's Rome cenbackground. I was standing on a ter,and theotherauhc University
bridge over Lhc Thames, and a of Sophia in Tokyo. Students
bright red double-decker bus had must file applicauons to be acjust passed by. It was raining, of cepted into these programs, but
course. This scene is little more arc still enrolled at JCU and pay
than a dream for many students the same tuition.
who want to study abroad. FonuOne advantage of Lhese pronately, it can become more Lhan grams is Lhat grades, not only
just a dream.
credits, will transfer , which is
Take notice students with Lhe not necessarily the ca'>e in other
dream of studying abroad: it is programs. Also, fmanctal aid curwilhin reach. Spending a semes- remly being received from John
ter abroad docs not have to be ex- Carroll is transferable to the forpensive. It is not extremely diffi- eign university.
There arc numerous olher
cult to arrange, and graduation
will not be delayed becauseoflhe programs to explore, either
through other colleges and unitime spent overseas.
Rev. William Bichl, assistant versities or through indcpendem
dean of arts and sciences, is Lhe groups such as Inter-Study and
first person to go to at John Carroll Lhe American Institute for Forwhen considering any program eign Study (AIFS). The prices
abroad. Do not let Lhe fact Lhat vary, so it is worlhwhile to check
JCU does not sponsor many pro- all of Lhe different programs for
grams of its own be a deterrenL an affordable price.
Biehl has access tO a weaJLh of
Something else to consider
by Chris Drajem

"Rubbing elbows with
a two-star general."
Dave Granger
senior

"l'U be s~nding the
money 1 did,it•t ~pend <>n
a""tux and~ date."

'
Mik~Lacj
$ophomore '·

"'
"Watching 'Miami
Vice! r~run.5 ftiJ
'

everyone conieS'ba(k,
aDd i~agini?gthe "

..glamour ~f tile
.dance!'

Securing tenure tough, rewards great

·

by Mary Knurek

"We're going to
'spend the rilo~ey
on an aitnigbt
~ftyiu

We5ttake/' r· ~
CherylLech
,) and ·Rita

·?iPda:Oah "
juniors
11

Weare all
going ~o

CocomJt Joe's
haPt»Y hbUt'-- ""
JO cents a
brew.''

Colleen
Cavanau~

,.·

Sophomote .

,,I!iny~oiJig to.sifin
~yro6Jri :and.:play

...

C)Jristmas cirolt'' ··

anddnnRhot ~\
· ~boc~lat~''
: · :'J '
..
;.;;

when choosing a program is
whether or not you want to attend
an American center. Some American universities run programs Lhal
arc staffed entirely by American
professors and contain only
American students. This kind of
atmosphere is good 1f a studem
wants to study in a foriegn count:ry, but is not fluent in Lhe language.
Many people feel Lhat a semester or year abroad means a
semester or year of travel. To a
certain extent, this is uue. It takes
about ac; long to get from London
to Paris as it does to ger from
Cleveland to Chicago. From Paris,
Rome is just an overnight trip by
train. Students can gell discounts
on everything from train tickets to
sleeping accomodalions.
Study abroad is attainable for
any studenL If Lhcre is a desire to
go, Lhere is a way to get there. It
is just a matter of contacting Lhe
right people and fmding the right
program.
DraJem is currently spending a
semester in London

-~ ··

*

-.ll~b,;Orll~

Tenure is dcfrned as having
achieved security and permanent
possession of an office, tract of
land, or position.
At John Carroll or any olhcr
university ,tenure refers to obtaining a permanent faculty position.
Tenure encompasses three areas: teaching, research, and service. Different universities emphasize different areas. For example, at Lhe University of Maryland, research is Lhe main focus of
tenure candidates. At Carroll,
excellent teaching coupled with
adequate research is mandatory
for Lhose seeking tenure.
University President Rev. Michael J. Lavelle, SJ ., expressed in
his inaugural address his desire to
increase service requirements for
both faculty and students. This
wiJJ probably require revision of
the currem tenure poicy. Service
involves participation in commitees within the university or
community activity in Lhe surrounding area
The general process ofachieving tenure usually Lakes seven
years. When professors are hired
by a university, Lheir status may
be one of three job titles: visitor,
terrncontract,ortenuretrack. The
latter entails that Lhe professor
plans to make a commiunent to
completing Lhe tenure track at Lhe
college. A professor who has not
been tenured at any university wilJ
teach for five years.

motion. This generally involves a
salary increase.
Guaramccd
empJoymcoa is abo primal)' adticles published and olher sup- vantage tO achieving tenure. Once
porting information about Lheir a professor achieves tenure, he or
teaching, research and service she cannot be dismissed for any
activity. A committee within the reac;on other Lhan a severe breach
given department reviews it and of policy. Receiving tenure also
forwards it to Lhe deparunentchair- gives Lhc professors more creaperson. Eventually, Lhe college tive control in their melhods of
dean, Lhe university president • teaching.
Desp1te its advantages, there
and the Board of Trustees reviews
Lhis booklet and makes their rec- are certain ncgativcaspecL<> toobommendation.
Once professors has been tenConJinued on page 8
ured, they usually receives a proIn Lhe fall of the sixlh year, the

faculty members eligible for tenure most submit a booJdet of ar-

very
Dr. William Murphy was Lhe winner of the "Turkey Award" Lhis
year. He is seen receiving the award from Monica Novak. The
Student Business Advisory council sponsored Lhe event. Swdents
could voLe bi donating 25 cents to the SBAC.
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Management prof mixes work with pleasure
.

pon from the (School of Business)Deanandtheomceofbusiness as well as from the adminiand so must be managed I ike any stration."
other corporate resource."
"Lynn is careful not to overLynn designed various com- whelm students io the MN 106
puter systems to aid 10 research at class, an introductory to computthe medical school at the Univer· ers, with too much of his experisity of Texas during his post- ences in business.
graduate work in cardiovascular
"It would bcaJotoffun to stand
pharmacology.
In addition,he designed a computer system for the Southwest
Research Foundation, the second
largest funded institute for cardiovascular disease in the world.
Even with his success in business, Lynn devotes most of his
lime to hts classes and students.
up there and talk to everybody
"1lus is my primary job. I about the really strange problems
enjoy teaching; it helps me relax." I've run into in the consulting
In developing management in- world-it
would
be
fonnation systems programs, he fascinating,"said Lynn. "But it
says that the faculty has been very wouldn't help them one dam bit if
enthusiastic about his work.
they have to sit down and crank
"I have been getting great sup-

Dr. Lynn runs a business, teaches management
soc.

By Roy Jordan

His interest in computers helped
Dr. Marc Lynn, an assistant Lynn when he was workmg on hts
professor in the department of doctorate dtssertation m btology
marketing and management, at Cleveland State. Dunng this
leads a dual life. He is the time Lynn set up computer sysdirector of consulting services at tems for himself and fellow reasystemsanalystSdestgnandcon- searchers w11h the help of com-

"I have taken his MN 106 course,"
says sophomore Mike LaForest,"
and personally/ I think he is an
outstanding teacher.,,,

"This is my primary job. I enjoy
teaching. It helps me relax."
-Dr. Lynn
suiting flfTTl 10 Cleveland, but he puters.
Despite his biology background,
spends most of his time teaching
Lynn decided to return to his roots
students about computers.
He has JUSt created a new sys- in business and computer technoltems analysis and design course ogy.
for this fall semester, MN 300,
"The major trend right now in
and intends to teach it with Dr. business is the reaJizat.ion that inP.T. Boggs, an assistant Profes- fonnation ts a corporate resource,

Tenure requires teaching effort
continued from page 7
t.ammg tenure.
Dr. Paul
Murphy, an assistant professor
of business logistics, observed
dmttenm'edftah?can tblethetr
mcenuvc. He also noted, while
at another univcrsi ty, he noticed
a great dist.inction between tenured and untenured faculty.
Dr. James Daley, associate
dean of the Business School, be-

outasprcadshectforthetraccountingcourse."
Lynn feels, however, that sharing his experiences with students
ts more appropriate in the higher
level courses.
Currently, he is teaching MN
106, MN 300, and MN 522. "I
have taken his MN 106 course",
says Sophomore Mike LaForest,

lieves that tenure possibly locks
people within an organization.
"People can get set in their
ways," he said, "Changing environments require mem to adjust
and someumes !hat doesn't happen."
In other words, once tenure is
secured, professors should guard
against atrophy.
Within the realm of education

Tenure is the securing of a teaching position after a set amount of
time, and a given amount of effort
put forth by the teacher seeking it.
Professon wodt-*tenure because it provides security, and
allows for more creativity within
the classroom.

"and personally, I think he is an
outstanding teacher."
"It ties together the basic concepts they're learning, and helps
them recogni7.e how those coocepLSapply to the real world,"said
Lynn.

Attention
Features writers needed!!
If you are interested in writing for this section of the
Carroll News, please contact
Colleen DeJong at 371-8312.

SayYes.
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AREN'T YOU DONE CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING YET?!?
NUMBER OF HOURS

@
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UNTIL CHRISTMAS: \QJ "W "W
SLEEPING: -200
EATING:
-50
CLASSES: -80
STUDYING: -75
TALKING
-14.5
ON PHONE:
WORK:

PARTYING:

-

TIME LEFT
TO SHOP -

-95
-85
~!t

l..PJ©Wlft~

SO WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?!?

SANTA'S COMIN'
TO TOWN!
(At least to JCU)

COME AND SEE SANTA!
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10:30-4:30
DOOR PRIZES. 200/o DISCOUNT ON CHRISTMAS
BOOKS AND MUCH MORE!
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.,
UNIVERSITY .
BOOKSTORE
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•
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'Scrooged' screams of sentimentalism
by J ulie CigaUio and Christine Mahoney- McDonald

Enter tainment Editors
Good thing dear ol' Charlie mas bonus on the film-and lookDickens isn't hanging out in Hol- ing like hypocrites in the final
analysis.
lywood these days.
Once again the movie mongo Is
But enough philosophicalcyntofTinseltown have capitalized on cism. The comedian's performa Christmas classic by adding a ances are actually quite amusing.
Murray describes his character
touch of comedy characteri7.ed by
glitz, gore, and of course, Bill as "the kind of guy who is upset
that he didn't think of colorizing
Murray.
"Scrooged," the latest release black and white movies first."
He incorporates his insincere
from ParamountPictures, features
Murray(FrankCross)asthepower wit and animated facial exprescrazed, fmanciall y obsessed presi- sions into a character whose hurn or
dent ofa network. He sees Christ- is quite enjoyable despite his nasmas as just another chance to profit tiness.
Following the traditional story
from sentimental hogwash and
line, Murray is visited by the ghosts
couch potatoes.
Unfonunately, the moral of the of Christmas past, present and
story (that Christmas is really future.
Carol Kane, known for her role
about genuine giving and sharing)
is blasphemed by the actual pro- as Latka's girlfriend on "Taxi," is
the ghost of Christmas present.
duction of the movie itself.
While Hollywood is trying to Although she resembles a sugar
teach movie goers a lesson about plum fairy, she is more inclined to
the spirit of the holiday season. it throw right hooks at Murray's
is in fact making quite a Christ- rather than his every wish.

Another side-clutching performance is delivered by Bobcat
Goldthwa.it, as the low man on the
totem pole who loses his job on
Christmas Eve.
The film boils down to a sappy
sentimentalized ending, complete
with healed handicaps and reu-

nir.ed lovers and a corny chorus of
"Put a linte love in your heart."
However, despite Lhe milliondollar box office profits and Lhe
hypocrisy displayed by Hollywood's greed, apparently many
movie-goers are leaving Lhe film
with a good feeling-and maybe
Lhat's what Christmas is all about.

THE
Prtlf:IS/01'1
..ONE H• lf Ontgn For
AND ONI. Y" :::._~
TRIVELliS -~
RO PPLE R ~~
AT RANDALL

'Les Liaisons Dangereuses' worth the wait
nighttime favorite soap. This is
the opening scene of Les Liaison
D~ eJcuses.. Lb,c Cle'ieland Pla'
House' s production based on
Chorderlos de Laclos' novel of
the decadantlives of French nobilitv in the 1780s.
It is La Marquise de Meneuil
(Carol Mayo Jenkins) who presents the proposition to La Vicomte
de Valmont (Paul Rossilli), and
stans a series of well-calculated

by Bridget Brett

Editor in Chief

She has a proposition for him;
she wants him to seduce Cccily,
the fiance of her former lover.
They would both profit; both
would gain revenge upon a man
who stole her bean and his lover.
This is not a story line from a

love affairs laced with deceit and
treachery, that fittingly ends in a
ducllO lhe dc.a .

Jenkins delivers the acerb wit
of the Marquise with precision.
Rossilli provides perfect accomoamment with his harsh vet funnv
and accurate observations of the
Marquise and of the webs she
weaves. Their chemistry carries
llle audience through the play's
long, slowly unfolding plot line.

The dialogue between the
Marquise and the VicomlC runs
c a '!fe.U""'~ll)qiJUi. .~J~~~:;&

ing duel, with
poinlo; but nellhcr coming out as
the clear wmner.
The set and costumes were
beautifully designed and added a
dauling touch to a long, butscintillaung escape into the world of
18th-century France.

Winter Special.

4

Like the movies?

.

TWO 12" PIZZAS

$9.95

Enjoy music?
Live for theater?

TWO 16" PIZZAS

$12.95

Then write about it
for the Carroll
News

Additional toppings $1 .35

'381-5555

We need
Entertainment
writers

MANDEL SASS OPEN HOUSE
Cleveland Thurs. Dece mbe r 8, 5:00pm
Sat. Dece mberlO, 9:30am
Mondel School of Applied Soc•ol Sciences
Seoumont Holt • 2035 Abington Rood
368-2100 (greate r Cleveland}
1-800-362-8600 ext . 2 100 n Ohio)
-~< 01'- . ..,1-6984 ext. 2100
of Oh

contact christine or
julie at the carroll. "'
news office or call ·
397-4398 :Ji

1'-'

1982 Warrensville Ctr.
Expires Dec 7, 1988
One oHer per pizza
Our drivers carry less than

$20.00.
Limited delivery area.
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Giovanni's offers fine food for refined tastes
Italian cuisine.
The entrees range from delicate angel hair pastas and mouthwatering veals to chicken and fish
dishes. These main dishes are
nicely complemented by salad,
bread, and an excellent stock of
wine. Few leave Giovanni's disappointed with either the food or
the service.
Upon entering the establishment, one is struck by an immedi·
ate sense of aristocracy. The dining area dimly glows from the soft
lights and candles. The only au-

by Larry Dahrer

The Christmas season is
quickly closing in on us. As
lheweeksslipby,manycouples
will be going out and celebrating the Yuletide season.
For the people who are seriously interested in impressing
their dates, only 10 minutes
away is one of the finest restaurants Cleveland has to offer: Giovanni's. As suggested
by the name, Giovanni's caters
to a public which enjoys fme

Personal Classlfleds are now
FREE for the first ten words!
Each additional word is $.10
Drop ad off wfth name and phone number at the carroll
News Office. Deadlfne rs Monday at 1 :OOp.m.

dible noise is the faint whispers
between other customers.
On my visit. my date and I were
quickly esconed to our table by a

"Few leave Giovanni's
disappointed with either
the food or.the service"
small entourage of waiters who
would see to our every need
throughout the evening. The restaurant simply outdoes itself in
class.
After a long thought-out deci-

by Kris Koch

s 5 1f 1' ed5
1

Wonnauon.

IBDnDIG .AIID 110111) PllOCIIASOR SERVICES. AcademJc

manuscripts, research papers.
thesis. dissertation. faculty
papers. resume development.
Accuracy guaranteed. EDITORIAL HELP. Reasonable rates.
udy Nlsman. 382·7070

evenings.

BA"G~l-

Plu,a/Mtnua la

D-.E:A-D... (or the Ume being at
least

the price. While Giovanni's caters to people with fine taste in
food, it also is necessary for those
people to be able to afford those
tastes. The final cost with tip
included added up tO $75. This
price may exceed most college
students' budgets, but after
months of careful saving one can
enjoy a delicious meal per semester.
Giovanni's is located on the
corner ofR ichmond and Chagrin.
It is necessary to call ahead and set
reservations for your night of fine

Aquilon does it with gra·nd style

The Aquilon is best described
~
in one simple word: BIG. The
t - - - - - -CA
- - - - y - - - - - - - - 1 hottest new club in the Flats is big
ORD PROCESSING-Papers.
Babyllltte r in OlD' home. Early
on everything; fash ion, progresResumes. Letters. & much more. mornings. late afternoon. &
sive music, high-tech videos and
Reasonable Rates. Quick tumsome evenings & weekends.
architecture.
around. Barbara 321-8917
Only a few blocks from campus.
1---- - - - - - - - --1 No smoldng. 932-2033.
The interior design of the club
Has a friend or family member's
was adopted from the progressive
drtnking affected you? ALFemale wanted to share 2nd
dance clubs in New York City.
ON/ ACA 1s on campus.
floor of three-family. South
However, Cleveland decided to
Contact campus mtnlstry (397·
Euclid. Clean & dependable.
exaggerate everything from the
4 717) or untverslty counseling
$187.50/month + 1/2 uUlltles.
serv1ces (397-4341) for more
795-3000 ex282. 291 -1958
size of the windows to the capac-

C1

sion I chose the veal parmesan as
my main entree. The decision was
difficult because of the wide variety of choices.
The veal was a delicious. AJI
ingredients are carefully selected
and, of course, fresh and naturaL
Accompanying the main course
was a never-ending supply of
fresh-baked Italian bread.
Throughout the meal our helpful
waiters constantly kept our bread
basket and water glasses full.
Unfortunately, the only negalive side to this culinary haven is

ity level of the elevator.
Upon entering the establishment, one is transported in a grand
stylevia freight elevator onto the
dance floor, which is elegantly
constructed of the finest black
marble, surrounded by collosal
pillars.
Occasionally. a giant video
screen appears from the rafters,
entertaining the dancing crowd
with space-age images and modem music videos.
On Saturday evenings, the
Aquilon caters to a more formal

sn vE 0 FFI cERs

I

crowd, and features an 18- piece
orchestra and required tie and
jacket After midnight, a disc
jockey mixes progressive music
until3 am.
For those ages 19 and up, the
Aquilon, which is called "TheLift"
on occasion, offers a progressive
dance night on Sundays.
The Lift also sponsors special
events such as video release parties for bands such as The Cure.
Upcoming auractions include
Ministry on Dec. 9.

T R AI NI NG CORPS

Four Bedroom Colonial House.
$180/mo. & UUliUes. Call John
at851-l099 (D). 382-0758 (N).
J CU CHESS CUJB TOURNA·
MENT. 12/10/88 Free entry fee

to all JCU students. Call
Michae!Joelson at 932-0112.
BABYSI'M'ER WANTED. 2 I /2

1-- - - - - - - - - --1 year old &
.JIU'.......ITT'ER WANTED For
three children, $4.50 . occa-

11 weeks; flexible
hours. part-Ume. Eq»erleuced.
381-23 18.

sional weekends call 291-3268.
nsportatlon Provided.

Babyllltter Needed: Wednesday
and Thursday afternoons from
COIIPU'I'ERlZED WORD
1:30 p.m. while children nap.
PROCESSING SERVICE. Pickup Off~pus. Begin next semesand del1vety available. Call
ter. Call Kim 381-3867.
Sundaythru Friday. Lany 9 3 2 - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
9325.
MORRISON LIVES I

1--- - - - - - - - - --1

FRI!Z ROOM a: BOARD in
exchange for babysitting after
school and some weeknights.
Must have references. South
Euclid area. Call Peggy 382518 (home) or 283- 1800 (work)

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a freslunan or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It pays off during
college. And afterwards.

8prtDC Break ... Nassau .. .

Paradise Island... $299 ... round
trlp. transfer. 7 nights. parties.
lunch. cruise... organize small
group and go free. For details
callATS 1-800-231-0113.

i

Elu!Uih TutortDC· Call 8810640. Freel
BEY SLIDER! CHILL OUT...Oh,

and Seattle Sucks.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - --1
t.eDUon: The Gauzman

Lounge Lizards are aUve and
IJ.

1--- - - - - - - - - - - 1
READER -Retired school teacher

of ruined vtslon needs a reader
for a few hours one day a week
ohn S. Nemeth 2190 Ambleside
Rd. Apt1414 Cleveland 44106.

ARMY ROTC

FOR RENT - CLOSE TO
SCHOOL! 3rd floor apartment. 2
bedroom Only $350/month.
On Winslow In Shaker Heights
238-3136.
South Euclid. Female wanted to
share 2nd floor of 3-famUy.
Clean. Dependable. S 187.50 +
l/2 uUlltles. Carla at 7953000(work) ext 282. 291- 1958 in
evenings.

TBE SMARTEST COWGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

*

Find ou t more. Contact Military
Science Department above the
Bookstore , or ca ll 397-4421 .
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Lady Streaks sprint past Spartans
by Chris Wenzler
Spor ts Editor
The John Carroll women's basketball team evened its record at
2-2 by virtue ofa 73-42whipping
of cross-town rival Case Western
Reserve Tuesday night.
At one time, Case had trimmed
the lead down to 13 points, but the
Lady Streaks outscored their opponents 23-5 in the final seven
minutes to pulJ away.
"There were a few times in the
game where the Spartans would
get close, but we were able to pull
away each time," head coach
Kevin Nunley said afterwards.
"We let down our intensity on
defense, but we'd pull together.
We used our press to force some
steals, and then we got the easy

shots on the transitions."
Seniorco-captain Audrey Warnock led the team with 23 points,
while freshman Julianna Klocek
added 14.SophomoreKim Moore
and freshman Michelle Currey
each filled in admirably for the
injured Maureen Bucko, who
sprained an ankle early in the first
half. Moore and Currey snagged
nine rebounds apiece.
"The early report on Maureen
is that she could beoutumjJ January," Nunley said. "That doesn't
help, but I thought our reserves
did an excellent job. Michelle is
only a freshamn, but she's learning every day in practice, and she
came through tonight when we
needed her."
The Streaks will travel to
Marietta this Saturday in an effort
to push their record above the .500

Graeca named top
Division III kicker
StephenGraeca,JohnCaroll'sfreshmanpl.acekicker,receivedanother
honor for his outstanding season.
In addition to being named AU-PAC following the end of this
season,Graeca broke a 14-yearold Division ill record by nailing 15 of
16 field goaJ attempts for a 93 .7 percent success rate. The old record for
field goal accurac_y in a season was set by Ted Ryan.of Color<ido College in 1974.
Graeca, from Corry, Pa., is an All-American candidate for the Blue
Streaks.

level.
The team was diagnosed as
young and inexperienced in the
pre-season. Nunley still believes
that his team fits that description,
but he also believes that his team
has the talent to learn quickly and
gain the much needed experience.

The John CarroU men's basketball team went21 over Thanksgiving break, with wins over Oberlin
and Case Western, and a loss to Baldwin-Wallace in
the finals of the Cleveland Classic Tournament.
The Blue Streaks record stood at 2-2 going into
last night's game against Marietta.
The two losses, against B-W and Otterbein, are
particularly distressing to the Streaks because both
teams are members of the Ohio Athletic Conference,
the league John Carroll will join next season.
"We simply got beat by them," sophomore Milce
Millard, the starting point guard said. "We're just a
little bit inexperienced right now, and we've been
having a problem with intensity."
The Streaks have also been having a problem
finding an inside scoring game. Head coach Tim
Baab has used a variety of players in an effort to field
a consistent offense.
"We'rereallyyoung this year,and we'retrying to
work three freshmen into the offense," Millard said.
"But we traditionally get off to a slow start. We'll
improve as the season progresses."
Carroll will progress to the Division I ranks this
Saturday night when it travels to Ypsilanti, Michigan, to take on defending Mid-American Conference champion Eastern Michigan. Game time is 8:00
p.m. John Carroll has fared relatively well the past

as much as I hate to say this, you
have to keep kicking a team when
they're down. As long as we keep
working hard in pr.aclicc,and learn
from each game, I think we'll
surprise some people. We're already doing some surprising as it
is."

Schmidt's surprise second
p lace fin i sh paces Carroll
\Vrestlers at Ohio Open
by Chris Wenzler

Sports Editor
Joe Schmidt proved that one
need not sling stones to defeat a
Goliath.
Schmidt, John Carroll's 167pounder, defeated Mike Amine
from the University of Michigan,
the nation's top collegiate wrestler in that weight class, at the
Ohio Open on Nov. 19.
"It was one of the most tremendous matches I was ever fortunate
enough to witness," head coach
Kerry Volkmann said. "He was
" plyi.n

Gntire

march. He had beaten four other
Division I opponents before his
match with Amine, so even if he

Blue Streaks fall in finals of
Baldwin-Wallace tournament
by Mike Newman, Assistant Spor ts Editor

"Right now, we're way ahead
ofschedule in the waywe'replaying," Nunley said. "We're still
impatient on offense. but when
we do run our offense right, we're
geuing results. We've lost two
games that were real hcartbrcakcrs.But we learned the lesson that,

Lwo years against Division I opponents. In

1986, they
losuoNCAAboundXavier byonly 12points, 10492. Last year, they held a late-game lead only to lose
94-87 to the University of DetrOit
The Streaks will play only one more game, at
Allegheny, following the Eastern Michigan game
before taking a three week break. The team resumes
play as the hosts of the Burger King Classic, beginning on December 28.

had lost that match, it would have
been a successful toumamemfor
Joe. But he won tt with a superior
effort."
Schmidt and Amine ended the
semifinal match tied at 4-4, but
Schmidt won by virtue of his
advantage in the fJ.CSt tie-breaking
category of take-downs.
"I take every match much the
same," Schmidt said. "Whether
my opponenet is Division J or
DjvisionJII,Ihavetogoafterhim.
BecauseCarroll wrestles so many
Division I schools. when we go up
against Division ni, we get frus_ru\lCd

~( ~

energy."
Three other Carroll wrestlers
reached the quanerfinals. Senior
Pete Hayek posted a 3-2 record at
the 126 lb. class, while sophomore Mike Heil, 2-1 at 134, and
freshman Corey Bowser, 3-l at
J58, reached the quarterfinals as
well.
"I'm elated that we performed
as well as we did," Volkmann
said. "All of our guys were competing against Division 1 opponents, and we did well. No one
backed down from the challenge.
Since it was an open tournament,

· "-"'l~~..--.... ...r~•~L~~~~~~~~~~IEia'cfilnceeocom
•
o
them did well. ~le like Dave

qufcJdy. But going up against
Divisionlsharpensyou. You have
to be at your best or you'll get
beat."

Schmidt lost in the championship, however, by a 7-4 count.
Despite this loss, he earned a second place finish.
"Joe was a liule Oat, both emotionally and physically, for the
fmal," Volkmann said. "His opponeot had a walkover in his
semifinal, so he was fresh for the
match. Joe still wrestled well, but
he was running a little low on

McClaffeny, Mark Saxton, and
David Buckiso all showed
enormous poise and potential."
Other wrestlers who won
matches were juniors Carl DiBernardo (177) and Ed Lipnos (190),
sophomores Nick Salatino ( 118)
andScou.Hivnor(l42),and freshmen Chris Marie (158) and Tim
Bane (167).
Thetearnretums toaction Dec.
9, when it will compete in the
Ohio Northern tournament.

Bemis

Florist~

Inc.

4418 Mayfield Rd.
Sa Euclid. Ohio 44121
10% o ff cash purchases

1ffi>®.@Jk WJl@llFfi@ll@l

Above Sl 5
with JCU I.D.

lNI@@Mm.£2
Wednesday, December 7th
4 p.m. (in the main gym annex)
Open to both MEN and WOMEN
*explanation of indoor &
oudoor seasons
*preparation
*trip to North Carolin a
*questions & answers

MONDAY
NIGHT
FRIDAY
NIGHTS

~#)IfU ~
-~·PII\ININ

(if unable to attend, stop by

Coach Stu pka's office before
December 7th)

..

:~~::;Jl
=~m~T:~~~~
~on tap!~
(Black & Tan, too!)

fftf#J&fE fPO~&!,g

THE HffS!!

j,

44

Mon.-Sat. 3:00 p.tn.·2:30 Cl.m.
Sun. 1:00 p.m. • 2:30 Cl.m.
PARKING IN REAR

.

· ; :• THE GOOD TIMES
~:;;ARE AT
GRANDE'S!

I

..
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JCU swimmers eye one last PAC title
by Chris Wenzler , Sports Editor

Every sports team at John Carroll has reason to feel a liuJe distraught about leaving the
Presidents' Athletic Conference.
The swim teams are no exception. Just as both the men's and women's have reached
an elite level in the conference, its lime to pack up the bags and move.
Before the moving vans head LO the Ohio Athletic Conference, however, there is the
matter of this season. After last year's best season ever, the women are the early favorites
to repeat as PAC champions while the men figure to finish close behind Grove Clly and
defending champion Carnegie-Mellon.
The defending champion women's team will once agam be led by junior K1m MacDougall. The two-timePAC MVP will be joined by Lisa Billhardt, back from a year in France,
Carole Kovach, Mary Kovach, Amy O'Shea, and Beth Weber. An impressive freshman
class, includmg Cathy Glaser, Christie Palumbo, Kathleen Lynch, and Terri Schmeling,
will join the strong group of returning lcuerwinners in defense of the PAC crown.
"With the experience we have back, I think we'll be expected to be the favorites to
repeat," head coach Matt Lenhart said. "We've gota great incoming freshman class, which
will only help. We didn'tlose too much in the way LO graduation, either. Of course, this
all looks great on paper, so we'll have to see what happens."
The men may not be ready to win the whole thing, but, according to Lenhart, this may
be the year the men throw a scare LO the top teams.
"Grove City should be the team LO beat this year. since CMU has graduated five of its
top eight swimmers," Lenhart said." As for us, we have made steady progress over the last
couple of years. We we're 200 points out of first place two years ago. Last year, we were
only 100. With the times being posted by some of our guys, it's safe to say we have the
talent to compete with CMU and Grove City. We may not have any superstar talent, but
we have a solid group of swimmers."
Reruming lenerwinners include Jim Smith, Tom Pelon, Chris LeJeune and Mike
Taylor. Among the newcomers are Tom Doyle, Tom Piede, Brian O'Malley,11m Walters,
Mike Cobb, Eric Paro, and Chris Cosgrove.
"I've been impressed with some of the new people in that I've been surprised with how
well they've done," Lenhart said. "Cosgrove was just a guy who came in off the street, and
he's done fairly well.

"Piede is another guy who's done well. The other day, he posted the best time he's ever
swam in his life. If these new guys can contribute, it will have an impact on our chances
in the conference."
Lenhart wiJl get an early look at his teams in this weekend's National Catholic
Invitational. Although Lenhart knows the team won't beat the hkes of such giants as
Villanova, Boston College, Notre Dame, and Providence, he docs expect for the team LO
score some points.
"Last year we finished in the top 12," Lenhart said. "This year, we may not take as many
people, but the swimmers we ha~e arc of better quality.:. so we may fare bettc_r.'_'-~

~~~~~t s ca 1end ar

lfor thomoak of
Dec. 1

~

Swimming @~ National Cat holic Invitational
(at VUlanova)

Dec. 2 - Swimming @ National Catholic Invitational
(at Vlllanova)
Dec. 3

w

Swimming @National Catholic Invitational
(at Villanova)
Women's Basketball @ Marietta 2 p .m .
Men's Basketball @ Eastern Michigan 8 p.m.

Dec. 6 - Men 's Basketball @ Allegheny 7:30 p.m.
Women's Basketball @ Otterbein 7:30p.m .
Dec. 7 - Women's Basketball vs. Mercyhurst 7 p .m •.

OPEN LATE
7 AYSA WEEK
TILL2A.M.

JCU's
SUB SHOP

EXTRA! EXTRA!
..

NEWSUBWAV
AT MAYFIELD & WARRENSVILLE!

New Sandwiches
andSalads are
"'lbeFresb

DELIVERED TO YOUR
DORM DOOR!

Alternative,~

WORTH OF COUPON IN THE
SUBWAY FULL SIZE COLOR
CALENDAR!!

Cascading slices of ham,
salami and cheese. Fresh
slices. Crispy lettuce Ripe
tomatoes. Succulent setlfood
salad, rich with naturally
sweet crab meat Or hot
shaved sirloin, cheese and
onions. Pile it high on a
great Italian or whole wheat
sub roll- fresh from the
cxm Now we'Ll add olives,
peppers. fresh onions,

OVER $50!!
COMMUTERS!!
PICK UP YOURS AT SUBWAYI
cheese, pickles, salt-right
before your eyes. The way
you want it!
We 'l/ make a meaty
delicious sandwich or
salad especially for you!

And there's never an extra
charge for fixins.
If you've been settling for
pre-made, heat lamp-fast
food, try the fresh
alternative. At Subway.

